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the 2nd and 5th windows in the list of windows is grayed out; the 2nd window is active, while the 5th is inactive. the 3rd window is active; the 4th and 5th windows are inactive. note that the decode window (window 3) is using the "copied" audio signal, and the speakers/speakers audio stream is selected, with an rx setting of 3000 hz and a dac setting of 1.0. in the image above, the rx and dac settings have been selected to double the effective sampling rate (rx and dac of 2000 hz, and the rx and dac of 2200 hz). in the 2nd picture, the rx and dac settings have been changed to 4500 hz (rx and dac), which doubles the effective sampling rate. however, in the 3rd picture, the rx and dac settings have been selected to create an effective sampling
rate of 90000 hz (rx and dac). this would not be displayed in a standard numeric display as 90000 hz, but it would be an approximate value. the rx and dac settings in this configuration are interesting because they tell you which setting will be used when the 5th window is selected. the first picture above shows the 5th window in place. the rx and dac settings used by the 5th window (the rx and dac settings used by the 2nd window are not shown because they are not selected) would appear in the rx and dac boxes of the rx tab in the 2nd window. in this configuration, the rx and dac boxes of the rx tab would not be shown. in the second picture above, the 2nd window is selected, while the 5th window is inactive. the rx and dac settings are shown in

the rx and dac boxes of the rx tab in the 2nd window. in the 1st picture, the rx and dac settings are those of the first window (the 2nd window is not selected), while the rx and dac settings for the 5th window are those used by the second window.
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the hal dxp-38 is available for sale from the author, and it is available for download on the author's website. you may also purchase it directly from the author. this is a small unit with a front-panel controller that can be mounted on your desk. if you do not have a special sound card in your computer
and are interested in using your radio's own built-in codec, then you will need to obtain the software driver for that codec from the radio manufacturer. ideally, it should be delivered on a cd with your radio. do not bother with the driver install program in the computer, because that does not create a

driver for your computer's internal audio adapter. the actual driver files can be obtained from the manufacturer's website or through the manufacturer's online ordering system. if you do not have access to such a system, you can contact the manufacturer for that information. you may also find it
useful to contact the distributor of the radio itself to determine if it offers this information. mmtty is a modem, not a terminal, so it cannot be used in conjunction with a computer terminal program such as putty or teraterm. it also does not contain a console program, and it cannot be used as a "serial
port gateway" to a computer terminal. software such as mmtty and fldigi can be run on a wide variety of machines, both personal computers and embedded devices. most of these devices have a sound card installed, and they all have an analog or digital output that can be connected to the sound
card in a radio. in most cases, the analog output is standard for a com port, but in some cases it is possible to use it for a midi port, or for a vga port, or for some other purpose. the software can be used to send and receive analog signals from the computer sound card, or it can be used to generate

and decode digital signals that are delivered to a terminal program on the computer. 5ec8ef588b
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